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Abstract: This point of this venture is to create and actualize a Quadcopter that is for 
remotely control by means of an Android Smartphone. This task includes two principle 
parts, which are (I) control load up, (ii) programming execution of PID flight control. A 
control board has been planned and actualized for driving the Quadcopter. The rates of 
four engines are constrained by PWM, which is gotten from the order sent from a 
Smartphone by means of WiFi or Bluetooth association. With the utilization of gyrator, 
accelerometer and compass, the flight information are handled to accomplish self-adjusted 
flight work. So as to perform flight control, a position PID controller calculation has 
likewise been actualized to for client to control the flight movement.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Quadcopter innovation has been inquired about and potential applications are being study 
these years. It is a sort of multicomputer. Multicomputer is air ship that contains multiple 
rotors to perform flight control. Engines are frequently introduced fixed-pitch cutting edges. 
Allude to "Quad", clearly the flying machine contains four rotors to perform flight 
movement. It is a sort of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle[1]. A particular electronic control 
framework with sensors must be intended for control the flight. The qualities of little size, 
lightweight and astounding versatility make it to be appropriate for various missions, for 
example, scout of calamity site, aeronautical transmission line watch, landscape investigation, 
and even film shooting. To investigate the innovation, a Quadcopter with electronic control 
framework has been produced for Android application to control physically. To accomplish 
the objective, there are a few errands has been finished[2]–[9].  
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HARDWARE 

 Airframe development and segments choice of intensity unit [10] 
 Implementation of Main control board  
 Implementation of Sensor module  

SOFTWARE 

 Development of Flight control framework  
 Development of Quadcopter fundamental program  
 Android application for Quadcopter manual control  
 Driver advancement for equipment  
 Video spilling  
 Sensor Motion following[11] 

CONCLUSION 

Since client may just physically control the Quadcopter without utilizing stature lock and 
GPS auto-flying, it may not be important for the Quadcopter to shoulder different sensors that 
are not utilized by any means. Weight is a basic issue for airplane. Sensor module could be 
decreased to just the two ICs, which are MPU6050 and HMC5883L. A littler sensor module 
can be intended for the reason. Also, passing the assignment of movement following to the 
module could share the calculation multifaceted nature so that STM32F405RGT6 could be 
supplanted by a microcontroller with lower calculation execution. This could likewise 
decrease the expense of Quadcopter. To show, cost of STM32F405RGT6 is around 50 HKD. 
In any case, supplanting the F405RG by two STM32F103T8 MCU could be diminished 20 
HKD. New MCU could in any case give important calculation execution, PWM channels and 
correspondence port, for example, I2C and UART, for flight control. The motivation behind 
adding a microcontroller to sensor module is that the MCU can perform movement following 
by preparing the data of sensors and just pass the present height heading reference data to 
control board. Along these lines, the sensor combination and information sifting are 
straightforward to control board. 
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